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Quickly authenticates 5 currencies. 
Can be powered with the power cable, 
batteries, or a 12v adaptor. 
Expert level authentication

Clear Advantages

PRO 310A MULTI 5

Multi-currency Automatic Detector

The detector is preprogrammed with information
for 5 currencies, but can be reprogrammed to
authenticate any other type of currency.

Self-cleaning magnetic sensors keep the device
working accurately, even during intensive use.
Can be powered with the power cable,
batteries, or a 12v adaptor.

If necessary, the detector can be easily
re-programmed for banknotes of new
denominations.



ADVANTAGES
► Automatically adjusts settings for 
specific currency
► Multiple sensors
► Identifies « super forgeries »
► Runs a self-diagnostic when the 
detector is turned on
► Is powered via a cable or battery
► Usable in an automobile (12V adapter 
included)
► Suspicious banknotes are not included 
in overall results
► Can re-program the detector for any 
currencies or new denominations
► Provides sound, light and error code 
indications when a suspicious banknote is 
found

FUNCTIONS
► Detects suspicious banknotes based 
on infrared, magnetic, optical density, and 
banknote size detection
► Spectral analysis of ink
► Summation by denomination of 
authenticated banknotes

APPLICATIONS
Commercial and retail outlets, cash 
operations for corporations, currency 
exchange offices, ticket offices, etc

www.pro-intell.com

PRO 310À MULTI 5

Quickly authenticates 5 currencies. 
Can be powered with the power 
cable, batteries, or a 12V adaptor. 
Expert level authentication.

Multi-currency Automatic Detector

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Currencies

Speed Banknotes / min.

Information on the Display

 

 

Power

Dimensions, mm

Net Weight, kg

USD/EUR/JPY/GBP/RUR

75

Denomination of the detected authentic banknotes 
Total value of the authentic banknotes
Total number of the authentic banknotes
Banknote number sorting by denominations for each currency
Error codes

12V/800mA, built-in battery NiMh 1200 mА*h

130½215½100mm (5 1/8” x 8 1/2” x 4” )

1.3kg (2.9 lbs)

PRO 310A MULTI 5




